Annotation for BHP extension files for the IAB Establishment Panel

You can merge the requested BHP data into the IAB establishment panel by using the **idnum** identifier. To see all available variables please refer to [this document](#).

The data sets are named as follows:

- Time consistent industry codes: `iabp_9318_v1_bhp_7518_m06_wgen_w08_v1.dta`
- BHP annual information (YYYY=1992…2018): `iabp_9318_v1_bhp_7518_m06_v1_YYYY.dta`
- Worker flows: `iabp_9318_v1_bhp_7518_m06_inflow_v1.dta`; `iabp_9318_v1_bhp_7518_m06_outflow_v1.dta`
- Entry and exits: `iabp_9318_v1_bhp_7518_m06_entry_v1.dta`; `iabp_9318_v1_bhp_7518_m06_exit_v1.dta`